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Abstract
A graph G=(V; E) is a sum graph if there exists a labelling of the vertices of G with distinct
positive integers so that uv ∈ E if and only if the sum of the labels assigned to u and v is
the label of a vertex of G. The sum number of a graph is the minimum number of isolated
vertices that, together with the given graph, form a sum graph. Sum graph labellings of wheels
have been examined previously by other investigators. The sum number of an n spoked wheel,
(Wn); n¿5, has been found to be n when n is odd and n2 + 2 when n is even; however the
proofs of these results are incomplete. In this paper we provide a complete proof and a2rm that
these previous results are correct. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Harts7eld and Smyth [2] provided early results on the sum number of the n spoked
wheel. Their theorems and results depend on the validity of two lemmas that are
established at the beginning of the paper. Unfortunately, the proofs of both lemmas are
based on an assumption that is not justi7ed.
The results of Harts7eld and Smyth [2] were expanded and improved upon by Miller
et al. [3], who based their proofs on the same two lemmas of Harts7eld and Smyth.
In the more general problem of determining the mod sum number of the n spoked
wheel, both lemmas are now known to be false [4].
In this paper we re-examine the problem of determining the sum number of the
n spoked wheel and integrate our work with that of previous investigations [2,3]. In
particular, we show that both the Harts7eld and Smyth lemmas are true for the speci7c
case of sum graph labellings of the n spoked wheel even though they are not true in
general.
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2. The sum number of wheels
A graph G = (V; E) is a sum graph if there exists a labelling, 
, of the vertices of
G with distinct positive integers so that uv ∈ E if and only if the sum of the labels
assigned to u and v is the label of a vertex of G. A sum graph cannot be connected.
There must always be at least one isolated vertex (or isolate); the vertex with the
largest label. The sum number (H) of a connected graph H is the least number, r,
of isolated vertices, Kr , so that G = H ∪ Kr is a sum graph.
An n spoked wheel Wn is a graph G=(V; E) with a vertex set V ={vc; v1; v2; : : : ; vn}
so that vcvi ∈ E for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, vivi+1 ∈ E for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1 and vnv1 ∈ E.
We shall distinguish between the centre, vc, of degree n and the n rim vertices,
V (Wn) \ {vc}, each of degree 3. We shall also distinguish between spokes, edges
incident on the centre and a rim vertex, and rim edges, edges incident on two rim
vertices.
We shall use the label of each vertex to denote the vertex itself so that rather than
refer to a vertex v and its corresponding label a= 
(v) we shall simply use the label
a to denote the vertex. This is possible since the de7nition of a sum graph guarantees
that the label assigned to each vertex is distinct. The label c is reserved for the centre
so that c= 
(vc). We shall use the term edge sum, written as {a; b} to mean the sum
of the labels of the two vertices incident on the edge so that {a; b} ∈ V is the same
as a+ b ∈ V . Traditionally, the same notation {a; b} is used to denote an edge joining
vertices a and b. Consequently, for mod sum graphs, the statements {a; b} ∈ E and
{a; b}= a+ b ∈ V both indicate the same fact: there is an edge joining the vertices a
and b.
We say that a vertex d of the connected component H is a working vertex if, for
some distinct a; b; d ∈ V (H); {a; b} ∈ E(H) and d= a+ b.
We say that two edges are adjacent if there is a vertex common to both edges.
The Harts7eld and Smyth paper [2] introduces Lemmas 2:1 and 2:2 as the 7rst
lemmas of the paper and subsequent theorems are dependent upon these results. The
paper by Miller et al. [3] uses Lemma 2:1 of [2] as Lemmas 1 and 2:2 of [2] as
Lemma 2.
In their proof of Lemma 2:1, Harts7eld and Smyth [2] use an argument that may be
paraphrased as follows.
‘In a sum graph labelling of an n spoked wheel, let a and b be distinct rim vertices
and c the central vertex. The spokes {c; a}=a+c and {c; b}=b+c are therefore labels
of the graph. If the vertex a is adjacent to the vertex b+ c then the vertex a+ b+ c
is also a label of the graph and therefore vertex b must be adjacent to vertex a+ c’.
There is, however, an alternate interpretation that has not been considered previously,
namely, that vertex b is actually the same vertex as a+ c and, consequently, no new
edge is implied. We know that this second interpretation is valid in mod sum labellings
of the wheel and, hence, there is a need to consider this possibility for sum graphs.
We give, as an example, a mod sum graph labelling of W8 ∪K4 where the assumption
used in Lemma 2:1 of [2] is not true. (In a mod sum graph all arithmetic is performed
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modulo some positive integer called the graph modulus.) Label the central vertex c and
take the graph modulus to be 4c. Label the rim vertices, C8=W8−c, as u; u+2c; v; v+
3c; u + 3c; u + c; v + c; v + 2c and the isolates, K4, as 2u; 2u + 2c; 2v + 3c; u + v + 2c.
If we take a= u; b= u+ c and b+ c= u+ 2c then it is clear that the edge {a; b+ c}
does not imply an edge {b; a+ c} since b= a+ c.
Harts7eld and Smyth use a similar logic, also without considering the second possi-
bility, in their proof of Lemma 2:2. As a consequence, this lemma cannot be regarded
as established.
To 7x the Harts7eld and Smyth lemmas, we establish Theorem 1 which shows
that the second interpretation is not valid in any sum graph labelling of the n spoked
wheel. It is then a simple matter to incorporate Theorem 1 into the original proofs
of the Harts7eld and Smyth lemmas, thus establishing both lemmas and, hence, all
previous results. No attempt is made to reproduce the original arguments or results of
[2,3] once Theorem 1 has been established. The reader should consult these previous
papers for subsequent details.
2.1. Results
The problem of determining the mod sum number of the n spoked wheel has
been solved [4]. In that paper a number of lemmas are established in the process of
developing the proofs. Since mod sum graphs are a generalisation of sum graphs, any
lemmas that are true for mod sum graph labellings of the wheel are also necessarily
true for sum graph labellings of the wheel. We use these lemmas to prove Theorem
1 that completes the proof of Lemma 2:1 of [2] (Lemma 1 of [3]) and Lemma 2:2 of
[2] (Lemma 2 of [3]).
There are no wheels with less than 3 spokes. The sum number of the 3 spoked
wheel (W3)=(K4)=5 [1] and the sum number of the 4 spoked wheel is (W4)=5
[2]. From now on we consider n spoked wheels where n¿5.
The following lemmas have been established for mod sum graph labellings of the
n spoked wheel [4]. We quote them here in their sum graph form. In their original,
mod sum graph form, r = (Wn), the mod sum number of the wheel. As quoted here
in their modi7ed, sum graph form, r = (Wn), the sum number of the wheel.
Lemma 1. In a sum graph labelling of Wn ∪ Ks; s¿r; n¿5; the centre is not a
working vertex.
Lemma 2. In a sum graph labelling of Wn ∪ Ks; s¿r; n¿5; if the edge sum of a
spoke is an isolate then the rim vertices adjacent to this spoke are not the edge sums
of spokes.
Lemma 3. In a sum graph labelling of Wn ∪Ks; s¿r; n¿5; the spokes are either all
working or all non-working.
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The original proof of this lemma also allows for the possibility that the spokes
alternate between working and non-working when n is even.
Theorem 1. In a sum graph labelling of Wn ∪ Ks; s¿r; n¿5; if a and b are two
distinct rim vertices and vertex a is adjacent to vertex b + c then vertex a + c is a
fourth; distinct rim vertex and is adjacent to vertex b.
Proof: We note that any sum graph labelling of a wheel must have at least one spoke as
an isolate, namely the spoke incident on the largest rim vertex. It follows immediately
from Lemma 3 that any sum graph labelling of a wheel must have all the spokes
non-working or, if any spokes are working, n is even and the edge sums of the spokes
alternate between working vertices and non-working vertices.
When a and b are two distinct rim vertices then the spokes {c; a} = a + c and
{c; b}= b+ c exist and are labels of the graph. If vertex a is adjacent to vertex b+ c
then the edge sum {a; b+ c}= a+ b+ c is also a vertex of the graph so that one of
the following two conditions must hold.
(i) Vertex b is the same vertex as a+ c (b=a+ c) and no additional edge is implied.
(ii) Vertices b and a+ c are distinct (b = a+ c) so that the edge {b; a+ c} exists.
If b= a+ c then the rim vertex b+ c = a+ 2c so that the spokes {c; a}= a+ c and
{c; b}= {c; a+ c}= a+ 2c are both working spokes. We conclude that n is even and
the spokes alternate between working and non-working. When n¿5 at least one rim
vertex adjacent to a + c is not a or a + 2c. Let this vertex be d. The spoke {c; d}
must be working since a+ c is adjacent to d and a+ c is the edge sum of the spoke
{c; a} (Lemma 2). We now have two adjacent spokes, {c; a + c} and {c; d}, that are
working, a contradiction.
We conclude that b and a + c are distinct so that b is adjacent to a + c and
Lemma 1 tells us that a+ c must be a rim vertex.
Having established the validity of Lemmas 2:1 and 2:2 of [2], we conclude that:
Theorem 2. For n¿4; (Wn) = n=2 + 2 for n even and (Wn) = n for n odd.
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